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Abstract— We present a differential geometric approach
towards the synthesis of cooperative controllers for a team
of autonomous surface vehicles transporting a buoyant load.
We are interested in cooperative transport of large objects
by teams of autonomous surface vehicles (ASVs) operating in
marine and littoral environments. We consider the cooperative
towing problem where individual ASVs connected to a load
via cables must coordinate to transport the load along a
desired trajectory. We present a differential geometric approach
towards the synthesis of open and closed loop strategies for the
team. The main advantage of the proposed strategy is the ability
to synthesize agent-level controllers that can simultaneously
satisfy all the holonomic and non-holonomic constraints within
the system. We validate the approach in both simulations and
experiments.

I. INTRODUCTION

We are interested in cooperative manipulation strategies
that enable a team of robots to transport large objects that
cannot be transported by single robots alone. Specifically,
we are interested in cooperative manipulation and transport
of objects in marine and littoral environments where the
object is attached to the robots via a cable or a set of
cables. Example applications include cooperative towing of
large ships, garbage scows, and offshore structures such as
oil platforms or wind turbines by a team of autonomous
surface vehicles (ASVs). In these applications, a significant
challenge lies in the synthesis of control strategies that can
simultaneous satisfy all the inherent non-holonomic, e.g.
vehicles kinematics/dynamics, and holonomic, e.g. length of
the cable connecting the load to an ASV, constraints within
the system while successfully transporting the object along
the desired trajectory. Fortunately these problems can be
simplified by mapping the cooperative transport problem into
an equivalent formation control one.

In general, the addition of a considerable load close to the
vehicle’s frame often results in increasing the system’s inertia
and makes the vehicle’s response sluggish [1]. One solution
for this is to suspend the load from a cable [2], [3]. In [2]
the initial lift maneuver is approached as a hybrid system
to minimize the swing. Sreenath et al. showed how a quad-
copter with a cable-suspended load is a differentially flat
hybrid system and employs a non-linear geometric controller
to control the position and attitude of the quad-copter and the
load [3]. The problem of coordinating a large group of small
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and agile aerial vehicles to haul a larger load is investigated
in [4]–[6]. In [4] a kinematic approach is taken. In [5] the
equation of motion for the agents is calculated using the
Lie group of the transportation matrices, and a geometric
feedback controller is designed for each aerial vehicle to
follow the generated trajectories. In [6], the control actions
are decomposed into parallel and normal components which
makes it easier to account for the interactions between the
agents. Zhou et al. modeled the system as a parallel robot and
extended the modeling framework to include vehicles with
cable-suspended loads [7]. In all these works, the approach is
to first devise a feasible trajectory for the system followed by
the design of a controller that enables the system to follow
the precomputed trajectory [8].

Different from existing approaches, we formulate the co-
operative towing problem as a formation control problem and
leverage tools from differential geometry to solve the control
abstraction problem. Given the kinematics of the robots and
a set of robot–load constraints, our objective is to synthesize
a control strategy to enable the team to maintain the desired
formation while transporting the load along some desired
trajectory. We refer to this problem as control abstraction
problem. In general, holonomic constraints are imposed
on the states of individual robots and formation control
objectives give rise to such constraints. On the other hand,
non-holonomic constraints are the result of individual vehicle
kinematics/dynamics. In our work, we present a framework
where these constraints can be combined through the concept
of a co-distribution in geometric control [9]–[11]. The result
is an approach that enables the design of suitable open and
closed-loop control strategies for each member in the team
where the resulting trajectories satisfy all the holonomic and
nonholomic constraints imposed on the system.

While the proposed theory is general and can be applied to
aerial, ground, and marine robots, we focus on the coopera-
tive towing of a floating load by two ASVs. The transport of a
floating cargo using a team of ASVs poses unique challenges
not encountered with aerial or ground vehicles [12], [13]. For
one, the system is not fully controllable since the ASVs are
limited in the types of maneuver they can perform. Second,
inertia of the vehicles and the load become more significant
factors making the system harder to control. In this work,
we experimentally validated our proposed strategy to show
the robustness of the strategy in the presence of disturbances
and model uncertainties [14]–[16].

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section
II presents some mathematical preliminaries and the for-
mulation of our problem. Section III presents our approach
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towards the design of feasible solutions to the control ab-
straction problem. Simulation and experimental results are
presented in section IV. We conclude with a discussion of
future work in Section IV-B.

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION

A. Preliminaries

We begin with a brief summary of relevant mathematical
concepts and model our notation after [9], [17]. Consider a
drift-less control-affine system A of the form

9X “

m
ÿ

j“1

FjpXqUj , (1)

where X P Rn denotes the state vector, Fj are smooth vector
fields in Rn, and Uj are the control inputs. We are interested
in synthesizing controllers for systems whose dynamics can
be expressed as (1) subject to holonomic and non-holonomic
constraints. As such, we use the map C : U P QÑ 0 P Rm
to express the holonomic constraints where Q denotes the
configuration manifold of A . From the submersion theorem,
if 0 is a regular value of C , then M “ C´1p0q defines an
embedded sub-manifold of co-dimension m [17]. As such,
the actual state space of the constrained system is given by
the embedded sub-manifold M .

The gradients of the holonomic constraints constitute a set
of co-vectors, dC “

 

dc1 , dc2 , ..., dcm
(

, which annihilates
the entire tangent space of M . In other words, if vγptq,p is
a tangent vector belonging to TpM , then dcipvγptq,pq ” 0.
For the inverse of this statement to be true the annihilated
distribution must be geodesically invariant.

On the other hand, the non-holonomic constraints of
the system are represented as a distribution, ∆, on the
tangent space of the configuration manifold, TQ. Let
 

e1, e2, ..., erankp∆q | ei P TpQ
(

be the local generators of
this distribution. If the distribution is regular, i.e., the rank
of the local generators of the distribution is constant, then
there is a unique annihilating co-distribution on Q associated
with the non-holonomic constraints of the system given by
Λ “

 

α P T˚Q | αpvγptqq “ 0;@vγptq P ∆
(

[18].
Representing the holonomic and non-holonomic con-

straints of a general dynamical system of the form (1) with
the unifying notion of co-distribution gives us the necessary
tools to design trajectories for the system that satisfy both
sets of the constrains. To do this, we define the intersection
of these constraints as a new annihilating co-distribution
given by Σ “

 

α P T˚Q | α P dC
Ź

α P Λ
(

. If
this co-distribution is regular, we can find a distribution,
D , which will be annihilated by this co-distribution. The
existence of such a distribution can be verified in terms of
the algebraic rank condition of the matrix representation of
the co-distribution. If this distribution is also geodesically
invariant, the generators of the distribution will span the
tangent space of a trajectory that satisfies the system’s
dynamics and the holonomic constraints.

Fig. 1: Schematic of cooperative transport of a buoyant load
by two autonomous vehicles. The vehicles tow the load
which is connected via cable.

B. Problem Statement

In this work, we are interested in cooperate manipulation
for applications such as towing of larger vessels or rafts
by teams of autonomous surface vehicles (ASVs) in littoral
environments. Fig. 1 shows a team of N ASVs and a
load that must be transported along some desired reference
trajectory. Let qi “ rxi, yi, θisT denote the pose of the ith

robot or ASV and qL “ rx, y, θs
T be the pose of the load.

The vehicle and load kinematics are modeled as
$

’

’

&

’

’

%

9x “ v cos θ

9y “ v sin θ

9θ “ ω

,

$

’

’

&

’

’

%

9xi “ vi cos θi

9yi “ vi sin θi

9θi “ ωi

. (2)

This kinematics correspond to the standard unicycle model
and constitutes the set of non-holonomic constraints. The
holonomic constraint between an ASV and the load is

Ci :
`

x´ xi
˘2
`
`

y ´ yi
˘2
“ l2i , (3)

where li denotes the length of the cable connecting the ith

vehicle to the load. In this work, we assume the cables do
not cross or self-intersect.

From (2), the non-holonomic constraints of the system
constitute a distribution on the tangent space of the state
manifold is given by

∆ “ span
!

cos θ
B

Bx
` sin θ

B

By
,
B

Bθ
, (4)

cos θi
B

Bxi
` sin θi

B

Byi
,
B

Bθi

)

.

The co-distribution which annihilates this distribution is of
rank two, and can be represented by the following generators

Λ “

#

sin θidxi ´ cos θidyi

sin θdx´ cos θdy
. (5)

The differential of the map which constrains the length of the
connecting cable is a co-distribution annihilating all vectors
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on the tangent space of the embedded sub-manifold of the
constrained system given by

dCi “
!

`

x´ xi
˘

pdx´ dxiq `
`

y ´ yi
˘

pdy ´ dyiq
)

. (6)

The two annihilating co-distributions defined by (5) and
(6) impose non-holonomic and holonomic constraints on the
trajectory of the system. These constraints can be unified into
a single co-distribution that annihilates the tangent vector
field along any system trajectory such that both sets of
constraints are simultaneously satisfied. The components of
this co-distribution expressed using the prescribed local chart
which is spanned by the basis of

 

dx, dy, dθ, dxi, dyi, dθi
(

is given in the following matrix form

Σ :

»

—

–

sin θ ´ cos θ 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 sin θi ´ cos θi 0
`

x´ xi
˘ `

y ´ yi
˘

0 ´
`

x´ xi
˘

´
`

y ´ yi
˘

0

fi

ffi

fl

. (7)

The matrix representation of the distribution Σ has con-
stant algebraic rank of three which guarantees the existence
of a distribution that can be annihilated by the Σ [9]. With
some lengthy but straight forward algebraic manipulations,
we can compute this distribution which is given by

D “ span
!

B

Bθi
,
B

Bθ
, hi cos θ

B

Bxi
` hi sin θ

B

Byi
` (8)

h cos θi
B

Bx
` h sin θi

B

By

)

,

where h fi
`

x ´ xi
˘

cos θ `
`

y ´ yi
˘

sin θ and hi fi
`

x´ xi
˘

cos θi`
`

y´ yi
˘

sin θi. Any element in the tangent
space of the embedded sub manifold of M could be written
as linear combination of these vectors. Then, we can write
the following equations for the tangent components to any
trajectory of the system by linearly combining the basis of
the associated space with arbitrary coefficients, ρ, η, and ηi:

$

’

’

&

’

’

%

9x “ ρhi cos θ

9y “ ρhi sin θ

9θ “ η

,

$

’

’

&

’

’

%

9xi “ ρh cos θi

9yi “ ρh sin θi

9θi “ ηi

. (9)

By appropriately selecting the values of these coefficients
and an admissible set of initial conditions, it is now possible
to generate a trajectory that satisfies all the holonomic and
non-holonomic constraints of the original system.

We note that a significant advantage of the proposed
modeling framework is the ability re-express the constrained
system into an equivalent unconstrained one given by (9)
where trajectory generation simplifies to suitable values for
ρ, η, and ηi. However, since the cables are only modeled by
the constraints, the mass,inertia, and drag of the cables are
ignored within this framework. As such, explicitly modeling
of the cable dynamics is a topic for future work.

III. CONTROLLER SYNTHESIS

In this section we consider both open-loop and closed-
loop control for cooperative transport. Since each vehicle
is connected to the same load via individual cables, we
can first synthesize a virtual controller for the load to

specify its desired reference trajectory and then calculate the
corresponding control inputs for the ASVs. The open-loop
strategy will be executed without realtime feedback of the
load’s pose [16]. Once the load’s trajectory is determined, the
ASV control inputs would steer them to satisfy the formation
constraints.1 For the closed-loop strategy, the pose of the
load will be used by each ASV to keep the load on an
asymptotic approach towards the desired trajectory regardless
of the system’s initial condition [5], [19].

In this work, the reference trajectory is chosen to be a
portion of the curve given by yrptq “ a. tanp 2b

π xrptqq where
a, b are constants. This trajectory is smooth and its curvature
can be adjusted to be dynamically feasible for the ASVs
and the load. For simplicity, the initial position of the load
is chosen to be the origin. The linear speed of the load
is assumed to be constant and the orientation and angular
velocity of the load is calculated as follows
$

’

’

’

’

’

&

’

’

’

’

’

%

vr “ v0

θr “ atan2

ˆ

dyr
dxr

“ 2ab
π

´

1` tan2p 2b
π xrptqq

¯

, 1

˙

ωr “
8ab2 tanp

2bxrptq

π qp1`tan2
p
2bxrptq

π q
`

p4a2b2ptanp
2bxrptq

π q2`1q2`π2q

˘3{2 v0

(10)

which steer the load along the trajectory given by yrptq.

A. Open-Loop Control

Given the load trajectory, the ASV trajectories can be
obtained using (9). Assuming the cables are taut at all times,
one can expect the load to follow its predefined trajectory.
The linear speeds for the ASVs are obtained based on the
desired speed of the load, i.e., vi “ h

hi
vr, and the angular

velocity of each ASV can be chosen arbitrarily.
In this formulation, the ASVs assume the load is always

properly constrained, i.e., the two cable are always taut,
and thus following the prescribed trajectory. However, in
situations where the load or an ASV takes a sharp turn, the
cable may become slack due to inertia, causing the load to
drift as shown in Fig. 2. To address this, one can further
constrain load by adding more robots. However, increasing
the team size effectively increases the number of constraints
within the system and may significantly reduce the number
of feasible solutions. As such, in the absence of feedback,
ASVs cannot make the necessary corrective maneuvers to
ensure the load stays on the desired trajectory.

B. Closed-Loop Control

To compensate for the inertial effect of the load during
transport, we propose a closed-loop control strategy based
on the measured pose of the load. This can be achieved by
designing an inner control loop to regulate the movement of
the load and keep it asymptotically approaching the reference
trajectory. We employ extended backstepping control design
to achieve this feedback structure, and use the resulting
control variables for the load to extract the corresponding
ASV trajectories. Consider the extended kinematic model of

1The holonomic constraints effectively impose a formation for the fleet
of ASVs and the load.
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Fig. 2: A buoyant load may drift forward as the result of the
inertia or any sudden change in the velocities of the boats
resulting in slack cables.

an agent, i.e. the load, where the rates of change of the linear
speed and the angular velocity given by:

9v “
1

M
f, and 9ω “

1

J
τ (11)

serve as the control inputs. Here, τ denotes the torque and
f represents the force exerted to the system, in this example
with the boat. We define the tracking errors as exptq fi xptq´
xrptq and eyptq fi yptq ´ yrptq. The following steps give
the backstepping procedure to compute a controller that can
account for the dynamics of the vehicles [20]:

#

z11 “ exptq

z21 “ exptq
ñ

#

z12 “ 9z11 ` k11z11

z22 “ 9z21 ` k21z21

(12)

ñ

#

z13 “ 9z12 ` z11 ` k12z12

z23 “ 9z22 ` z21 ` k22z22

ñ

#

9z13 “ ´k13z13 ´ z12

9z23 “ ´k23z23 ´ z22

.

Following this backstepping chain leads to a system of
equations that can stabilize the Lyapunov candidate function
given by V “ 1

2

ř3
i“1

`

z2
1i ` z2

2i

˘

which guarantees the
stability of the tracking controller. Taking the third derivative
of the error parameters in the last pair of equations in (12)
results in the following system of equation:
1

J
v sinpθqτ ´

1

m
cospθq 9f “ xp3qr `

2f

m
ω sinpθq (13)

´
`

k11 ` k13 ` k11k12k13

˘

px´ xrq

`
`

k11k12 ` k11k13 ` k12k13 ` 2
˘

9xr

`
`

k11 ` k12 ` k13

˘

:xr ´
`

k12k13 ` k13k11 ` 1
˘

v cospθq

`
`

k11 ` k12 ` k13

˘

pω
f

m
cospθq ` ωv sinpθqq

`
`

k11k12 ` 1
˘

v sinpθq ` ω2v cospθq

1

J
v cospθqτ `

1

m
sinpθq 9f “ yp3qr ´

2f

m
ω cospθq

´
`

k21 ` k23 ` k21k22k23

˘

py ´ yrq

`
`

k21k22 ` k23k22 ` k23k21 ` 2
˘

9yr

`
`

k21 ` k22 ` k23

˘

:yr ´
`

k23k22 ` k23k21 ` 1
˘

v sinpθq

´
`

k21 ` k22 ` k23

˘

pω
f

m
sinpθq ` vω cospθqq

´
`

k21k22 ` 1
˘

v cospθq ` ω2v sinpθq

Solving these equations yields the control inputs f and τ and
the corresponding v and ω for the load. These parameters are
then used to calculate the velocity commands for the ASVs
as described in Section III-A. Since the control inputs for
the ASVs are defined for the current position of the load,
the ASVs will make the necessary corrective maneuvers to
return the load to the predefined trajectory in the presence
of drift or disturbances.

IV. RESULTS

A. Simulation Results

We present simulation results for the open-loop case.
Rather than arbitrarily select the angular velocities for the
ASVs, we consider the speeds of the vehicles. Geometrically,
if the linear speeds of the load and a boat are equal they
have to move parallel to each other to satisfy the formation
constraints [21], [22]. The following equation shows the
relationship between the load speed and the ASVs speeds

9vi “
9h

hi
vr ´

h

h2
i

9hivr (14)

“
1

hi

`

vr ´ vi cospθ ´ θiq ´ hθω
˘

vr

´
h

h2
i

`

vr cospθ ´ θiq ´ vi ´ hθiωi
˘

vr,

where hθi “
Bhi
Bθi

, hθ “ Bh
Bθ , and the linear speed of the ASV

is assumed constant. In (14) the angular velocity of the ASV,
ωi, can be chosen such that vi achieves its target value of
v. Thus,the angular velocity of each ASV can determined as
follows:

ωi “´
1

hihθi

`

v ´ vi cospθ ´ θiq ´ hθω
˘

(15)

´
h

h2
ihθi

`

v cospθ ´ θiq ´ vi
˘

`
1

hθiωi

`

9v ´Kpvi ´ vq
˘

and results in a simple first order linear dynamics with a
time constant of K on the ASV velocity of the form

p 9vi ´ 9vq ´Kpvi ´ vq “ 0. (16)

This strategy simultaneously regulates the speed and orien-
tation of each ASV.

Fig. 3 shows the simulation result of this strategy for two
boats towing a load. At the beginning since the directions
of the boats are not aligned with the initial direction of
the trajectory of the load, the boats moved at high speeds
to ensure the constraints are always satisfied along their
trajectories. Over time, ASV speeds converge asymptotically
to the load’s intended speed.

B. Experimental Results

We validate the proposed control strategy using the Multi-
Robot Coherent Structure Testbed (mCoSTe). The mCoSTe
is an indoor laboratory testbed that consists of a 3mˆ3mˆ
1m water tank (Fig. 4) and a fleet of micro Autonomous
Surface Vehicles (mASVs). The mASVs are differential
vehicles equipped with a micro-controller board, XBee radio
module, and an inertial measurement unit (IMU). Each
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(a) Trajectory (b) Bearings (attitude) (c) Angular Velocities (d) Linear Velocities

Fig. 3: Simulation results for the proposed kinematic closed-loop control of two boats hauling a floated load. After a transient
state both boats turn to move parallel to the load. the objective of the designed control algorithm for the boats is to regularize
their linear velocity to track the designed velocity of the load.

Fig. 4: Multi-Robot Tank covered with motion capture
localization cameras and the micro Autonomous Surface
Vehicles (mASVs). These differential drive model vessels are
equipped with a micro-controller board, XBee radio module,
and an inertial measurement unit (IMU). The boats tow the
floating load connected via massless cables.

mASV is approximately 12cm long with a mass of about
45g. Localization for the mASVs and the load is provided
by an external motion capture system.

Fig. 5 shows the experimental results for the proposed
open-loop strategy. The trajectories of the boats are designed
with respect to the desired trajectory of the load without
feedback on the load’s position and orientation. The strategy
assumes the load is secured, the tow cables are taut strapped,
and the load does in fact follow the presumed trajectory.

Fig. 6 shows the experimental results for the closed-
loop strategy based on the position and orientation of the
load. While initial pose of the load deviates from reference
trajectory, the closed-loop strategy ensures the ASVs steer
the load such that it settles along its reference trajectory.

In both the open-loop and closed-loop experiments, the
linear speeds and the orientation of each ASV converge to
linear speeds and the orientation of the load, respectively. The
oscillations in the vehicles’ and load’s bearings and speeds
are the result of the low-level controllers running onboard
the ASVs. Using larger vehicles would most likely dampen
these unnecessary oscillations and result in much smoother
control commands. A video of the experiments is available
at https://youtu.be/Okw6cGmsw3A [23].

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper we addressed the cooperative transport
problem for a team of ASVs towing a buoyant load. The
problem is first mapped to an equivalent formation control
problem. We presented an approach towards the synthesis
of open and close loop strategies for the team such that the
resulting trajectories for each robot that satisfy all holonomic
and non-holonomic constraints while transporting the load
along a desired path. We validated the strategy on a team
of micro ASVs and show the applicability of the proposed
control approach in a real world application. In this work,
the holonomic constraints are only imposed by the length
of the cables attaching the load to the individual ASVs.
For future, we would like to include robot-robot constraints
as well as more complex load trajectories. Specifically, we
are interested in further validating the proposed strategy
in situations where there is significant slack in the cable
connecting the load and the robot and in the presence of
an external flow field. Lastly, we are interested in extending
the proposed strategy to three dimensions and validating it
on aerial and ground vehicles.
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